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Crux
In a letter to his baby grandson, Bill Lazarre wrote that "unfortunately, despite the attempts by your
grandpa and many others to present you with a better world, we were not very successful." Born in 1902
amid the pogroms in Eastern Europe, Lazarre dedicated his life to working for economic equality, racial
justice, workers' rights, and a more just world. He was also dedicated to his family, especially his
daughters, whom he raised as a single father following his wife’s death. In The Communist and the
Communist's Daughter Jane Lazarre weaves memories of her father with documentary materials—such as
his massive FBI file—to tell her father's fascinating history as a communist, a Jew, and a husband, father,
and grandfather. Soon after immigrating to the United States as a young man, Lazarre began a long
career as a radical activist, being convicted of sedition, holding leadership positions in the American
Communist Party, fighting in the Spanish Civil War, organizing labor unions, testifying in front of the
House Un-American Activities Committee, and resisting the FBI’s efforts to recruit him as an informant.
Through periods of heroism and deep despair Lazarre never abandoned his ideals or his sustained faith
in the fundamental goodness of people. This is also the story of Jane as she grew up, married an African
American civil rights activist, and became a mother and a writer while coming to terms with her father’s
legacy. She recounts her arguments with her father over ideology, but also his profound influence on her
life. Throughout this poignant and beautifully written work, Jane examines memory, grief, love, and
conscience while detailing the sacrifices, humanity, and unwavering convictions of a man who worked
tirelessly to create a brighter future for us all.

The Sportscaster's Daughter
“Devilishly sharp a masterful balance of psychological excavation and sumptuous description.” —Kirkus
Reviews An only child, Deborah Burns grew up in prim 1950s America in the shadow of her beautiful,
unconventional, rule-breaking mother, Dorothy—a red-haired beauty who looked like Rita Hayworth and
skirted norms with a style and flair that made her the darling of men and women alike. Married to the
son of a renowned Italian family with ties to the underworld, Dorothy fervently eschewed motherhood
and domesticity, turning Deborah over to her spinster aunts to raise while she was the star of a vibrant
social life. As a child, Deborah revered her charismatic mother, but Dorothy was a woman full of secrets
with a troubled past—a mistress of illusion whose love seemed just out of her daughter’s grasp. In vivid,
lyrical prose, Saturday’s Child tells the story of Deborah’s eccentric upbringing and her quest in midlife,
long after her parents’ death, to uncover the truth about her mother and their complex relationship. No
longer under the spell of her maternal goddess, but still caught in a wrenching cycle of love and longing,
Deborah must finally confront the reality of her mother’s legacy—and finally claim her own.

Real American
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A NATIONAL BESTSELLER “Exquisite and harrowing.” —New York Times Book Review “This
electrifying, gorgeously written memoir will hold you captive until the last word.” —People NAMED A
BEST FALL BOOK BY People * Refinery29 * Entertainment Weekly * BuzzFeed * NPR’s On Point *
Town & Country * Real Simple * New York Post * Palm Beach Post * Toronto Star * Orange Country
Register * Bustle * Bookish * BookPage * Kirkus* BBC Culture* Debutiful A daughter’s tale of living
in the thrall of her magnetic, complicated mother, and the chilling consequences of her complicity. On a
hot July night on Cape Cod when Adrienne was fourteen, her mother, Malabar, woke her at midnight
with five simple words that would set the course of both of their lives for years to come: Ben Souther
just kissed me. Adrienne instantly became her mother’s confidante and helpmate, blossoming in the
sudden light of her attention, and from then on, Malabar came to rely on her daughter to help orchestrate
what would become an epic affair with her husband’s closest friend. The affair would have calamitous
consequences for everyone involved, impacting Adrienne’s life in profound ways, driving her into a
precarious marriage of her own, and then into a deep depression. Only years later will she find the
strength to embrace her life—and her mother—on her own terms. Wild Game is a brilliant, timeless memoir
about how the people close to us can break our hearts simply because they have access to them, and the
lies we tell in order to justify the choices we make. It’s a remarkable story of resilience, a reminder that
we need not be the parents our parents were to us.

Freedom in the Family
"Gut-wrenching and absorbingin the vein of Educated and The Glass Castle"—BOOKLIST • "A story of
redemption and forgiveness"—NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • "ImpressiveReaders will find
themselves recalibrating their judgments about villains and victims"—BOOKPAGE (STARRED
REVIEW) • "Vital"—LIBRARY JOURNAL • "Staggeringly candid"—SHELF AWARENESS The sharp
and surprising true story of a woman who finally sets out to understand her past, and the abusive mother
she hoped to forget. Full of unexpected twists and unbelievable revelations, American Daughter is an
immersive experience that will have you on the edge of your seat to the very last page. For 50 years,
Stephanie Plymale kept her past a fiercely guarded secret. No one outside her immediate family would
have guessed that her childhood was fraught with every imaginable hardship: a mentally ill mother who
was in and out of jails and psych wards throughout Stephanie's formative years, neglect, hunger,
poverty, homelessness, truancy, foster homes, a harrowing lack of medical care, and worse. Stephanie,
in turn, knew very little about the past of her mother, from whom she remained estranged during most of
her adult life. All this changed with a phone call that set a journey of discovery in motion, leading to a
series of shocking revelations that forced Stephanie to revise the meaning of almost every aspect of her
very compromised childhood. American Daughter is at once the deeply moving account of a troubled
mother-daughter relationship and a meditation on resilience, transcendence, and ultimately, redemption.

The Mistress's Daughter
During Reconstruction, Herschel V. Cashin was a radical republican legislator who championed black
political enfranchisement throughout the South. His grandson, Dr. John L. Cashin, Jr., inherited that
passion for social justice and formed an independent Democratic party to counter George Wallace's
Dixiecrats, electing more blacks to office than in any Southern state. His "uppity" ways attracted many
enemies. Twice the private plane Cashin owned and piloted was sabotaged. His dental office and
boyhood home were taken by eminent domain. The IRS pursued him, as did the FBI. Ultimately his
passions would lead to ruin and leave his daughter, Sheryll, wondering why he would risk so much. In
following generations of Cashins through the eras of slavery, Reconstruction, Jim Crow, civil rights, and
post-civil rights political struggles, Sheryll Cashin conveys how she came to embrace being an agitator's
daughter with humor, honesty, and love.
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The Watchmaker's Daughter
An incredible memoir from Sharon Robinson about one of the most important years of the civil rights
movement.

How to Forget
Patricia Stephens Due fought for justice during the height of the Civil Rights era. Her daughter,
Tananarive, grew up deeply enmeshed in the values of a family committed to making right whatever
they saw as wrong. Together, in alternating chapters, they have written a paean to the movement—its
hardships, its nameless foot soldiers, and its achievements—and an incisive examination of the future of
justice in this country. Their mother-daughter journey spanning two generations of struggles is an
unforgettable story.

My Father's Daughter
When she was five years old, M. Elaine Mar and her mother emigrated from Hong Kong to Denver to
join her father in a community more Chinese than American, more hungry than hopeful. While working
with her family in the kitchen of a Chinese restaurant and living in the basement of her aunt's house, Mar
quickly masters English and begins to excel in school. But as her home and school life--Chinese
tradition and American independence--become two increasingly disparate worlds, Mar tries desperately
to navigate between them. Adolescence and the awakening of her sexuality leave Elaine isolated and
confused. She yearns for storebought clothes and falls for a red-haired boy who leads her away from the
fretful eyes of her family. In his presence, Elaine is overcome by the strength of her desire--blocking out
her family's visions of an arranged marriage in Hong Kong. From surviving racist harassment in the
schooIyard to trying to flip her straight hair like Farrah Fawcett, from hiding her parents' heritage to
arriving alone at Harvard University, Mar's story is at once an unforgettable personal journey and an
unflinching, brutal look at the realities of the American Dream.

The Officer's Daughter
A daughter’s quest to understand her charismatic and troubled father, an immigrant who crosses borders
both real and illusory—between sanity and madness, science and spirituality, life and death Winner of the
PEN/FUSION Emerging Writers Prize Throughout Jean Guerrero’s childhood, her father, Marco
Antonio, was an erratic and elusive presence. A self-taught genius at fixing, creating, and conjuring
things—and capable of transforming himself into a shaman, dreamcaster, or animal whisperer in his
enchanted daughter’s eyes—he gradually began to lose himself in his peculiar obsessions, careening
wildly between reality and hallucination. In time, he fled his family and responsibilities—to Asia, Europe,
and eventually back to Mexico. He succumbed to drug- and alcohol-fueled manias, while suffering the
effects of what he said were CIA mind-control experiments. As soon as she was old enough, Jean set out
after him. Now a journalist, she used the tools of her trade, hoping to find answers to the questions he
left behind. In this lyrical, haunting memoir, Jean Guerrero tries to locate the border between truth and
fantasy as she searches for explanations for her father’s behavior. Refusing to accept an alleged
schizophrenia diagnosis at face value, she takes Marco Antonio’s dark paranoia seriously and
investigates all his wildest claims. She crisscrosses the Mexican-American border to unearth the stories
of cousins and grandparents and discovers a chain of fabulists and mystics in her lineage, going back to
her great-great-grandmother, a clairvoyant curandera who was paid to summon spirits from the afterlife.
As she delves deeper and deeper into her family’s shadowy past, Jean begins mirroring her father’s selfdestructive behavior. She risks death on her adventures, imperiling everything in her journey to redeem
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her father from the underworld of his delusions. In the tradition of engrossing family memoirs like The
Liar’s Club and The Glass Castle, Crux is both a riveting adventure story and a profoundly original
exploration of the human psyche, the mysteries of our most intimate relationships—and ourselves.
Advance praise for Crux “Crux is everything I want in a memoir: prose that dazzles and cuts, insights
hard-won and achingly named, and a plot that kept me up at night, breathlessly turning pages. Jean
Guerrero has a poet’s lyrical sense, a journalist’s dogged devotion to truth, and a fast and far-reaching
mind.”—Melissa Febos, author of Whip Smart and Abandon Me

Family in Six Tones
Breaking nearly eight decades of silence, Essie Mae Washington–Williams comes forward with a story
of unique historical magnitude and incredible human drama. Her father, the late Strom Thurmond, was
once the nation's leading voice for racial segregation (one of his signature political achievements was his
24–hour filibuster against the Civil Rights Act of 1957, done in the name of saving the South from
"mongrelization"). Her mother, however, was a black teenager named Carrie Butler who worked as a
maid on the Thurmond family's South Carolina plantation. Set against the explosively changing times of
the civil rights movement, this poignant memoir recalls how she struggled with the discrepancy between
the father she knew–one who was financially generous, supportive of her education, even
affectionate–and the Old Southern politician, railing against greater racial equality, who refused to
acknowledge her publicly. From her richly told narrative, as well as the letters she and Thurmond wrote
to each other over the years, emerges a nuanced, fascinating portrait of a father who counseled his
daughter about her dreams and goals, and supported her in reaching them–but who was unwilling to
break with the values of his Dixiecrat constituents. With elegance, dignity, and candor,
Washington–Williams gives us a chapter of American history as it has never been written before–told in
a voice that will be heard and cherished by future generations.

The Martian's Daughter
One of the 20 Best Books of 2016, Redbook Magazine Readers’ Favorite Award: Honorable Mention
Millions of people watched sportscaster George Michael each week on the Sports Machine, including
his daughter Cindi. Cindi Michael appears to live a charmed life: she’s happily married, has a successful
career, and is a loving mom to two wonderful children. Yet she longs for a father who hasn’t spoken to
her in twenty years, and even secretly watches him on TV when the longing becomes unbearable. When
Cindi was eleven, her father fought for sole custody of her and her siblings, raising three children on his
own despite being a bachelor and rock ’n’ roll DJ in New York in the 1970s. But with his rising fame as
the host of the popular show Sports Machine, his 80-hour-a-week work schedule, and his second
marriage, the close relationship Cindi shared with her father began to crack; she did everything to earn
his love and attention, but for perfectionist George, it was never enough—and when she was eighteen and
a freshman in college, in a burst of anger he told her never to come home again. As the years went on,
Cindi struggled to steel her heart while still remaining hopeful that they would one day reconcile, just as
her father did with his own dad, and transcend painful family patterns that span generations. Candid,
moving, and ultimately hopeful, The Sportscaster’s Daughter is a family story of forgiveness, faith, and
strength.

What We Carry
The daughter of a white mother and black father describes the factors that caused her mother to place her
in the custody of an African-American family and the impact of her mother's later choice to hide the
truth about their relationship.
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American Daughter
The complex, deeply binding relationship between mothers and daughters is brought vividly to life in
Katie Hafner’s remarkable memoir, an exploration of the year she and her mother, Helen, spent working
through, and triumphing over, a lifetime of unresolved emotions. Dreaming of a “year in Provence” with
her mother, Katie urges Helen to move to San Francisco to live with her and Zoë, Katie’s teenage
daughter. Katie and Zoë had become a mother-daughter team, strong enough, Katie thought, to absorb
the arrival of a seventy-seven-year-old woman set in her ways. Filled with fairy-tale hope that she and
her mother would become friends, and that Helen would grow close to her exceptional granddaughter,
Katie embarked on an experiment in intergenerational living that she would soon discover was filled
with land mines: memories of her parents’ painful divorce, of her mother’s drinking, of dislocating
moves back and forth across the country, and of Katie’s own widowhood and bumpy recovery. Helen,
for her part, was also holding difficult issues at bay. How these three women from such different
generations learn to navigate their challenging, turbulent, and ultimately healing journey together makes
for riveting reading. By turns heartbreaking and funny—and always insightful—Katie Hafner’s brave and
loving book answers questions about the universal truths of family that are central to the lives of so
many. Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and
more. Praise for Mother Daughter Me “The most raw, honest and engaging memoir I’ve read in a long
time.”—KJ Dell’Antonia, The New York Times “A brilliant, funny, poignant, and wrenching story of
three generations under one roof, unlike anything I have ever read.”—Abraham Verghese, author of
Cutting for Stone “Weaving past with present, anecdote with analysis, [Katie] Hafner’s riveting account
of multigenerational living and mother-daughter frictions, of love and forgiveness, is devoid of self-pity
and unafraid of self-blame. . . . [Hafner is] a bright—and appealing—heroine.”—Cathi Hanauer, Elle “[A]
frank and searching account . . . Currents of grief, guilt, longing and forgiveness flow through the
compelling narrative.”—Steven Winn, San Francisco Chronicle “A touching saga that shines . . . We see
how years-old unresolved emotions manifest.”—Lindsay Deutsch, USA Today “[Hafner’s] memoir shines
a light on nurturing deficits repeated through generations and will lead many readers to relive their own
struggles with forgiveness.”—Erica Jong, People “An unusually graceful story, one that balances honesty
and tact . . . Hafner narrates the events so adeptly that they feel enlightening.”—Harper’s “Heartbreakingly
honest, yet not without hope and flashes of wry humor.”—Kirkus Reviews “[An] emotionally raw memoir
examining the delicate, inevitable shift from dependence to independence and back again.”—O: The
Oprah Magazine (Ten Titles to Pick Up Now) “Scrap any romantic ideas about what goes on when a
40-something woman invites her mother to live with her and her teenage daughter for a year. As Hafner
hilariously and touchingly tells it, being the center of a family sandwich is, well, complicated.”—Parade

The Sergeant’s Daughter
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One
of the most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept out
of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge University “An
amazing story, and truly inspiring. It’s even better than you’ve heard.”—Bill Gates NAMED ONE OF
THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S
HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography and
John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize
Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in
a classroom. Her family was so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the
children received an education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became
violent. When another brother got himself into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest
for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to
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Cambridge University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way
home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her
book poses are universal: How much of ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must
we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco
Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm •
Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly •
Library Journal • LibraryReads • BookRiot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library

The Wine Lover's Daughter
“I always hoped [Mary Williams] would tell her incredible story. She's a writer of uncommon clarity and
humor, and the arrival of her memoir is cause for celebration." —Dave Eggers, author of What is the
What As she grew up in 1970s Oakland, California, role models for Mary Williams were few and far
between: her father was often in prison, her older sister was a teenage prostitute, and her hot-tempered
mother struggled to raise six children alone. For all Mary knew, she was heading down a similar path.
But her life changed when she met Jane Fonda at summer camp in 1978. Fonda grew attached to the
bright girl and eventually invited her to become part of her family, becoming the mother Mary never
had. Mary’s life since has been one of adventure and opportunity—from hiking the Appalachian Trail
solo, working with the Lost Boys of Sudan, and living in the frozen reaches of Antarctica. Her most
courageous trip, though, involved returning to Oakland and reconnecting with her biological mother and
family, many of whom she hadn’t seen since the day she left home. The Lost Daughter is a chronicle of
her journey back in time, an exploration of fractured family bonds, and a moving epic of self-discovery.

The Good Daughter
"A brilliant duet and a moving exploration of the American immigrant experience."--Ruth Ozeki, author
of A Tale for the Time Being A dual first-person memoir by the acclaimed Vietnamese-American
novelist and her thoroughly American teenage daughter In 1975, thirteen-year-old Lan Cao boarded an
airplane in Saigon and got off in a world where she faced hosts she had not met before, a language she
didn't speak, and food she didn't recognize, with the faint hope that she would be able to go home soon.
Lan fought her way through confusion, and racism, to become a successful lawyer and novelist. Four
decades later, she faced the biggest challenge in her life: raising her daughter Harlan--half Vietnamese
by birth and 100 percent American teenager by inclination. In their lyrical joint memoir, told in
alternating voices, mother and daughter cross ages and ethnicities to tackle the hardest questions about
assimilation, aspiration, and family. Lan wrestles with her identities as not merely an immigrant but a
refugee from an unpopular war. She has bigoted teachers who undermine her in the classroom and
tormenting inner demons, but she does achieve--either despite or because of the work ethic and tight
support of a traditional Vietnamese family struggling to get by in a small American town. Lan has
ambitions, for herself, and for her daughter, but even as an adult feels tentative about her place in her
adoptive country, and ventures through motherhood as if it is a foreign landscape. Reflecting and
refracting her mother's narrative, Harlan fiercely describes the rites of passage of childhood and
adolescence, filtered through the aftereffects of her family's history of war, tragedy, and migration.
Harlan's struggle to make friends in high school challenges her mother to step back and let her daughter
find her own way. Family in Six Tones speaks both to the unique struggles of refugees and to the
universal tug-of-war between mothers and daughters. The journey of an immigrant--away from war and
loss toward peace and a new life--and the journey of a mother raising a child to be secure and happy are
both steep paths filled with detours and stumbling blocks. Through explosive fights and painful setbacks,
mother and daughter search for a way to accept the past and face the future together.
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After Perfect
In The Wine Lover’s Daughter, Anne Fadiman examines—with all her characteristic wit and feeling—her
relationship with her father, Clifton Fadiman, a renowned literary critic, editor, and radio host whose
greatest love was wine. An appreciation of wine—along with a plummy upper-crust accent, expensive
suits, and an encyclopedic knowledge of Western literature—was an essential element of Clifton
Fadiman’s escape from lower-middle-class Brooklyn to swanky Manhattan. But wine was not just a
class-vaulting accessory; it was an object of ardent desire. The Wine Lover’s Daughter traces the arc of
a man’s infatuation from the glass of cheap Graves he drank in Paris in 1927; through the Château LafiteRothschild 1904 he drank to celebrate his eightieth birthday, when he and the bottle were exactly the
same age; to the wines that sustained him in his last years, when he was blind but still buoyed, as
always, by hedonism. Wine is the spine of this touching memoir; the life and character of Fadiman’s
father, along with her relationship with him and her own less ardent relationship with wine, are the flesh.
The Wine Lover’s Daughter is a poignant exploration of love, ambition, class, family, and the pleasures
of the palate by one of our finest essayists.

Memorial Drive
A Washington Post “Notable Work of Nonfiction of 2019” In this profoundly honest and examined
memoir about returning to Iowa to care for her ailing parents, the star of Orange Is the New Black and
bestselling author of Born with Teeth takes us on an unexpected journey of loss, betrayal, and the
transcendent nature of a daughter’s love for her parents. They say you can’t go home again. But when
her father is diagnosed with aggressive lung cancer and her mother with atypical Alzheimer’s, New
York-based actress Kate Mulgrew returns to her hometown in Iowa to spend time with her parents and
care for them in the time they have left. The months Kate spends with her parents in Dubuque—by turns
turbulent, tragic, and joyful—lead her to reflect on each of their lives and how they shaped her own.
Those ruminations are transformed when, in the wake of their deaths, Kate uncovers long-kept secrets
that challenge her understanding of the unconventional Irish Catholic household in which she was
raised. Breathtaking and powerful, laced with the author’s irreverent wit, How to Forget is a considered
portrait of a mother and a father, an emotionally powerful memoir that demonstrates how love fuses
children and parents, and an honest examination of family, memory, and indelible loss.

Famous Father Girl
An Instant New York Times Bestseller A chillingly personal and exquisitely wrought memoir of a
daughter reckoning with the brutal murder of her mother at the hands of her former stepfather, and the
moving, intimate story of a poet coming into her own in the wake of a tragedy At age nineteen, Natasha
Trethewey had her world turned upside down when her former stepfather shot and killed her mother.
Grieving and still new to adulthood, she confronted the twin pulls of life and death in the aftermath of
unimaginable trauma and now explores the way this experience lastingly shaped the artist she became.
With penetrating insight and a searing voice that moves from the wrenching to the elegiac, Pulitzer
Prize–winning poet Natasha Trethewey explores this profound experience of pain, loss, and grief as an
entry point into understanding the tragic course of her mother’s life and the way her own life has been
shaped by a legacy of fierce love and resilience. Moving through her mother’s history in the deeply
segregated South and through her own girlhood as a “child of miscegenation” in Mississippi, Trethewey
plumbs her sense of dislocation and displacement in the lead-up to the harrowing crime that took place
on Memorial Drive in Atlanta in 1985. Memorial Drive is a compelling and searching look at a shared
human experience of sudden loss and absence but also a piercing glimpse at the enduring ripple effects
of white racism and domestic abuse. Animated by unforgettable prose and inflected by a poet’s attention
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to language, this is a luminous, urgent, and visceral memoir from one of our most important
contemporary writers and thinkers.

Small Fry
This is an inspirational and compelling YA Memoir detailing the experiences of a young black, biracial
girl growing up in a white dysfunctional and abusive family in Maine circa late 70's and 80's. See how
she overcame the obstacles of racial prejudice and physical and sexual abuse at the hands of family
members. Read about her teen years spent shuffled around in foster-care and how the rejection of her
white mother and white family made her determined to be a success. This book is for every teen (and
adult) who has ever been in foster care and suffered abuse. There is hope.

The Lost Daughter
"American Daughter–in the tradition of classics like The Glass Castle, LA Diaries and White
Oleander–explores in unsparing details the complex interplay between intimate family ties, generational
abuse and cataclysmic losses." – Gina Frangello, Author of ‘Every Kind of Wanting’ and ‘A Life in
Men’ Editor of The Coachella Review For 50 years, Stephanie Thornton Plymale kept her past a fiercely
guarded secret. No one outside her immediate family would ever have guessed that her childhood was
fraught with every imaginable hardship: a mentally ill mother who was in and out of jails and psych
wards throughout Stephanie's formative years, neglect, hunger, poverty, homelessness, truancy, foster
homes, a harrowing lack of medical care, and ongoing sexual abuse. Stephanie, in turn, knew very little
about the past of her mother, from whom she remained estranged during most of her adult life. All this
changed with a phone call that set a journey of discovery in motion, leading to a series of shocking
revelations that forced Stephanie to revise the meaning of almost every aspect of her very compromised
childhood. American Daughter is at once the deeply moving memoir of a troubled mother-daughter
relationship and a meditation on trauma, resilience, transcendence, and redemption. Stephanie's story is
unique but its messages are universal, offering insight into what it means to survive, to rise above, to
heal, and to forgive.

Wild Game
As a little girl, Teressa’s father dotes on her and little sister, Karen, while mercilessly mocking her older
sister, Debbie. Teressa thinks its Debbie’s fault—until she gets a little older and he begins tormenting her,
too. Soon enough, his verbal abuse turns physical. Her sergeant father brings his military life home,
meeting each of his daughters’ infractions with extreme punishment for them all. Meanwhile, their
mother watches silently, never defending her daughters and never subjected to physical abuse herself.
Terrified to be at home and terrified to tell anyone, Teressa seeks solace in books, music, and the family
she can find outside of her home: a best friend, a kind neighbor, and a doting grandfather. At first cowed
by her father’s abuse and desperate to believe that maybe, one day, things will change, Teressa
ultimately grows into a young woman who understands that if she wants a better life, she’ll have to build
it for herself—so she does.

Dear Senator
Marina Whitman is the daughter and only child of John von Neumann, one of the five Hungarian
scientific geniuses dubbed “the Martians” by their colleagues, a figure often hailed as the greatest
mathematician of the 20th century and even as the greatest scientist after Einstein. He was a key figure
in the Manhattan project; the inventor of game theory; the pioneer developer of the modern storedPage 8/16
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program electronic computer; and, right up until his death, an adviser to the top echelons of the
American military establishment. Whitman’s memoir is the story of how the cosmopolitan environment
in which she was immersed, the demanding expectations of her parents, and her own struggles to emerge
from the shadow of a larger-than-life parent shaped her life and work. Starting as, in her words, “a
trailing spouse,” she rose to become a noted academic during the 1960s and ’70s, casting her teaching
and writing in the framework of globalization before the word had been invented. She was the first
woman ever to serve on the President’s Council of Economic Advisers and participated actively in U.S.
efforts to reshape the international monetary and financial system during the early 1970s. She pioneered
the role of women on the boards of leading multinational corporations, and became the highest-ranking
female executive in the American auto industry in the 1980s, serving not only as GM’s vice president
and chief economist but also as its Cassandra while the firm persisted along a path that led eventually to
its collapse into bankruptcy.

TigerFish
A riveting, provocative, and ultimately hopeful exploration of mother-daughter estrangement, woven
with research and anecdotes, from an award-winning journalist. The day of her mother's funeral, Harriet
Brown was five thousand miles away. To say that Harriet and her mother had a difficult relationship is a
wild understatement; the older Harriet grew, the more estranged they became. By the time Harriet's mom
died at age 76, they were out of contact. Yet Harriet felt her death deeply, embarking on an exploration
of what family estrangement means--to those who cut off contact, to those who are estranged, to the
friends and family members who are on the sidelines. Shadow Daughter tackles a subject we rarely
discuss as a culture: family estrangements, especially those between parents and adult children.
Estrangements--between parents and children, siblings, multiple generations--are surprisingly common,
and even families that aren't officially estranged often have some experience of deep conflicts.
Estrangement is an issue that touches most people, one way or another, one that's still shrouded in
secrecy, stigma, and shame. In addition to her personal narrative, Harriet employs interviews with others
who are estranged, as well as the most recent research on family estrangement, for a brave exploration of
this taboo topic. Ultimately, Shadow Daughter is a thoughtful, deeply researched, and provocative
exploration of the ties that bind and break, forgiveness, reconciliation, and what family really means.

The Secret Life of Dorothy Soames
"The Officer’s Daughter is a masterpiece. More than that, it's the perfect book for our troubled time.
Johnson has written the deepest, most emotionally resonant understanding of forgiveness and justice I
have ever read."—Darin Strauss, bestselling author of Half a Life The author reflects on a terrible tragedy
that forever altered the fabric of her family in this remarkable memoir, a heart-wrenching story of love,
violence, coming of age, secrets, justice, and forgiveness. When she was sixteen, Elle Johnson lived in
Queens with her family; she dreamed of being best friends with her popular, cool cousin Karen from the
Bronx. Coming from a family of black law enforcement officers, Elle felt that Karen would understand
her in a way no one else could. Elle’s father was a highly protective, at times overbearing, parole officer;
her uncle, Karen’s dad, was a homicide detective. On an ordinary night, the Johnson family’s lives were
changed forever. Karen was shot and killed in a robbery gone wrong at the Burger King where she
worked. The NYPD and FBI launched a cross-country manhunt to find the killers, and the subsequent
trials and media circus marked the end of Elle's childhood innocence. Thirty years later, Elle was living
in Los Angeles and working as a television writer, including on many police procedural shows, when
she received an unexpected request. One of Karen’s killers was eligible for parole, and her older brother
asked Elle to write a letter to the parole board arguing against his release. Elle realized that before she
could condemn a man she’d never met to remain in prison, she had to face the hard truths of her own
past: of a family who didn’t speak of the murder and its devastating effect, of the secrets they buried, of
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a complicated father she never truly understood. The Officer's Daughter is a piercing memoir that
explores with unflinching honesty what parents can and cannot do to protect their children, the
reverberations of violence on survivors’ lives, and the overwhelming power of forgiveness, even in the
face of unspeakable tragedy.

American Daughter
A riveting family drama evocative of Angela’s Ashes and The Glass Castle, about a woman who
discovers the shocking secret at the center of her mother’s life. Justine had always been told that her
mother came from royal blood. The proof could be found in her mother’s elegance, her uppercrust
London accent—and in a cryptic letter hinting at her claim to a country estate. But beneath the polished
veneer lay a fearsome, unpredictable temper that drove Justine from home the moment she was old
enough to escape. Years later, when her mother sent her an envelope filled with secrets from the past,
Justine buried it in the back of an old filing cabinet. Overcome with grief after her mother’s death,
Justine found herself drawn back to that envelope. Its contents revealed a mystery that stretched back to
the early years of World War II and beyond, into the dark corridors of the Hospital for the Maintenance
and Education of Exposed and Deserted Young Children. Established in the eighteenth century to raise
“bastard” children to clean chamber pots for England’s ruling class, the institution was tied to some of
history’s most influential figures and events. From its role in the development of solitary confinement
and human medical experimentation to the creation of the British Museum and the Royal Academy of
Arts, its impact on Western culture continues to reverberate. It was also the environment that shaped a
young girl known as Dorothy Soames, who bravely withstood years of physical and emotional abuse at
the hands of a sadistic headmistress—a resilient child who dreamed of escape as German bombers rained
death from the skies. Heartbreaking, surprising, and unforgettable, The Secret Life of Dorothy Soames is
the true story of one woman’s quest to understand the secrets that had poisoned her mother’s mind, and
her startling discovery that her family’s fate had been sealed centuries before.

Paper Daughter
The "fierce and eloquent" (New York Times) memoir by the award-winning author of May We Be
Forgiven and This Book Will Save Your Life The acclaimed writer A. M. Homes was given up for
adoption before she was born. Her biological mother was a twenty-two-year-old single woman who was
having an affair with a much older married man with a family of his own. The Mistress's Daughter is the
ruthlessly honest account of what happened when, thirty years later, her birth parents came looking for
her. Homes relates how they initially made contact and what happened afterwards, and digs through the
family history of both sets of her parents in a twenty-first-century electronic search for self. Daring,
heartbreaking, and startlingly funny, Homes's memoir is a brave and profoundly moving consideration
of identity and family. "A compelling, devastating, and furiously good book written with an honesty few
of us would risk." —Zadie Smith "I fell in love with it from the first page and read compulsively to the
end." —Amy Tan

Mulatto
'Raw, poetic and compulsively readable I can’t wait to buy a copy for everyone I know.' Kathryn
Stockett, author of The Help The summer she turned thirteen, Molly Brodak’s father was arrested for
robbing eleven banks. In time, the image she held of him would unravel further, as more and more
unexpected facets of his personality came to light. Bandit is her attempt to discover what, exactly, is left,
when the most fundamental relationship of your life turns out to have been built on falsehoods. It is also
a scrupulously honest account of learning how to trust again, and to rebuild the very idea of family from
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scratch. Refusing to fence off the trickier sides of her father’s character, Brodak tries to find, through
crystalline, spellbinding prose, a version of him that does not rely on the easy answers but allows him to
be: an unknowable and incomprehensible whole – who is also her father. Unforgettable, moving, and
utterly relatable, Bandit is a story of the unpredictable complexity of family.

Native Country of the Heart
The oldest daughter of revered composer Leonard Bernstein offers a rare look at her father on the
centenary of his birth—illuminating a man, a city, and an era that defined modern culture—in a deeply
intimate and broadly evocative memoir reminiscent of Alexandra Styron’s Reading My Father and
Richard Ford’s Between Them. The composer of On the Town and West Side Story, chief conductor of
the New York Philharmonic, television star, humanitarian, friend of the powerful and influential, and
inveterate partygoer Leonard Bernstein was a massive celebrity during one of the headiest periods of
American cultural life, and perhaps the most talented musician in American history. To his eldest
daughter, Jamie, he was all that and more; he was the man in the scratchy brown bathrobe that smelled
of cigarettes, who sat late at night at the piano when he couldn’t sleep (he could never sleep). An
incredible jokester, an incessant teacher, he taught her to love the world in all its beauty and complexity.
In public and private, Lenny was larger than life. In Famous Father Girl, Bernstein mines the emotional
depths of her childhood and invites us into her family’s private world. A fantastic set of characters
populate the Bernsteins’ lives, including: the Kennedys, Mike Nichols, John Lennon, Richard Avedon,
Stephen Sondheim, Jerome Robbins, and Betty (Lauren) Bacall. An intoxicating tale, Famous Father
Girl is an intimate meditation on a deeply complex and sometimes troubled man and the beautiful music
that was the soundtrack to his life. Deeply moving and often hilarious, Bernstein’s beautifully written
memoir is great American story about one of the greatest Americans of the modern age.

Saturday's Child
A “searing memoir of loss and redemption” (People) that “exposes the side of The Wolf of Wall Street
we didn’t get to see” (Metro), After Perfect is a cautionary tale about one family’s destruction in the
wake of the Wall Street implosion. Selected as one of the year’s “Fifteen Books You Need to Read” by
the Village Voice, Christina McDowell’s unflinching memoir is “a tale of the American Dream
upended.” Growing up in an affluent Washington, DC, suburb, Christina and her sisters were surrounded
by the elite: summering on Nantucket Island, speeding down Capitol Hill’s rich back roads, flying in
their father’s private plane. Their life of luxury was brutally stripped away after the FBI arrested Tom
Prousalis on fraud charges. When he took a plea deal as he faced the notorious Wolf of Wall Street
Jordan Belfort’s testifying against him, the cars, homes, jewelry, clothes, and friends that defined the
family disappeared before their eyes, including the one thing they could never get back: each other.
Christina writes with candid clarity about the dark years that followed and the devastation her father’s
crimes wrought upon her family: the debt accumulated under her identity; her mother’s breakdown; her
own spiral into addiction and promiscuity; and the delusion that enveloped them all. She shines a
remarkable, uncomfortable light on a family’s disintegration and takes a searing look at a controversial
financial time and also at herself, a child whose “normal” belonged only to the one percent. A rare,
insider’s perspective on the collateral damage of a fall from grace, After Perfect is a poignant reflection
on the astounding pace at which a life can change and how blind we can be to the ugly truth.

Secret Daughter
We were a world of two, my mother and I, until I started turning into an American girl. That's when she
began telling me about The Good Daughter. It became a taunt, a warning, an omen. Jasmin Darznik
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came to America from Iran when she was only three years old, and she grew up knowing very little
about her family's history. When she was in her early twenties, on a day shortly following her father's
death, Jasmin was helping her mother move; a photograph fell from a stack of old letters. The girl
pictured was her mother. She was wearing a wedding veil, and at her side stood a man whom Jasmin had
never seen before. At first, Jasmin's mother, Lili, refused to speak about the photograph, and Jasmin
returned to her own home frustrated and confused. But a few months later, she received from her mother
the first of ten cassette tapes that would bring to light the wrenching hidden story of her family's true
origins in Iran: Lili's marriage at thirteen, her troubled history of abuse and neglect, and a daughter she
was forced to abandon in order to escape that life. The final tape revealed that Jasmin's sister, Sara - The
Good Daughter - was still living in Iran. In this sweeping, poignant, and beautifully written memoir,
Jasmin weaves the stories of three generations of Iranian women into a unique tale of one family's
struggle for freedom and understanding. The result is an enchanting and unforgettable story of secrets,
betrayal, and the unbreakable mother-daughter bond.

Bandit
Frank Sinatra seemed to have it all: genius, wealth, the love of beautiful women, glamorous friends from
Las Vegas to the White House. But in this startling and remarkably outspoken memoir, his youngest
daughter reveals to us an acutely restless, lonely and conflicted man. Through his marriages and frontpage romances and the melancholy gaps between, Frank Sinatra searched for a contentment that eluded
him. For the first time Tina writes candidly about the wedge his manipulative fourth wife, Barbara Marx,
drove between father and daughter. MY FATHER'S DAUGHTER, with its unflinching account of
Sinatra's flaws and foibles, will shock many of his fans. At the same time, it is a deeply affectionate
portrait written with love and warmth, a celebration of a daughter's fond esteem for her father and a
respect for his great legacy. The world remembers Frank Sinatra as one of the giants of the show
business. In this book from someone inside the legend, Tina Sinatra remembers him as something more:
a father, and a man.

American Daughter
The Watchmaker's Daughter tells the story of a child of two refugees: a watchmaker who saved lives
within Dachau prison, and his wife, a gifted concert pianist about to make her debut when the Nazis
seized power. In this memoir, Sonia Taitz is born into a world in which the Holocaust is discussed
constantly by her insular concentration camp-surviving parents. This legacy, combined with Sonia's
passion and intelligence, leads the author to forge an adventurous life in which she seeks to heal both her
parents and herself through travel, achievement, and a daring love affair. Ironically, it is her marriage to
a non-Jew that brings her parents the peace and fulfillment they would never have imagined possible.
Sonia manages to combine her own independence with a tender dutifulness, honoring her parents' legacy
while forging a new family of her own.

The Agitator's Daughter
Educated
"A STORY OF REDEMPTION AND FORGIVENESS"--NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW For
50 years, Stephanie Plymale kept her past a fiercely guarded secret. No one outside her immediate
family would have guessed that her childhood was fraught with every imaginable hardship: a mentally
ill mother who was in and out of jails and psych wards throughout Stephanie's formative years, neglect,
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hunger, poverty, homelessness, truancy, foster homes, a harrowing lack of medical care, and ongoing
sexual abuse. Stephanie, in turn, knew very little about the past of her mother, from whom she remained
estranged during most of her adult life. All this changed with a phone call that set a journey of discovery
in motion, leading to a series of shocking revelations that forced Stephanie to revise the meaning of
almost every aspect of her very compromised childhood. American Daughter is at once the deeply
moving memoir of a troubled mother-daughter relationship and a meditation on trauma, resilience,
transcendence, and redemption. Stephanie's story is unique but its messages are universal, offering
insight into what it means to survive, to rise above, to heal, and to forgive.

Child of the Dream (A Memoir of 1963)
“A gorgeous memoir about mothers, daughters, and the tenacity of the love that grows between what is
said and what is left unspoken.”—Mira Jacob, author of Good Talk If our family stories shape us, what
happens when we learn those stories were never true? Who do we become when we shed our illusions
about the past? Maya Shanbhag Lang grew up idolizing her brilliant mother, an accomplished physician
who immigrated to the United States from India and completed her residency all while raising her
children and keeping a traditional Indian home. Maya’s mother had always been a source of
support—until Maya became a mother herself. Then the parent who had once been so capable and
attentive became suddenly and inexplicably unavailable. Struggling to understand this abrupt change
while raising her own young child, Maya searches for answers and soon learns that her mother is living
with Alzheimer’s. Unable to remember or keep track of the stories she once told her daughter—stories
about her life in India, why she immigrated, and her experience of motherhood—Maya’s mother divulges
secrets about her past that force Maya to reexamine their relationship. It becomes clear that Maya never
really knew her mother, despite their close bond. Absorbing, moving, and raw, What We Carry is a
memoir about mothers and daughters, lies and truths, receiving and giving care, and how we cannot
grow up until we fully understand the people who raised us. It is a beautiful examination of the weight
we shoulder as women and an exploration of how to finally set our burdens down. Praise for What We
Carry "Part self-discovery, part family history. . . [Lang's] analysis of the shifting roles of mothers and
daughters, particularly through the lens of immigration, help[s] to challenge her family’s mythology. . . .
Readers interested in examining their own family stories . . . will connect deeply with Lang’s beautiful
memoir."—Library Journal (Starred Review) “A stirring memoir exploring the fraught relationships
between mothers and daughters . . . astutely written and intense . . . [What We Carry] will strike a chord
with readers.”—Publishers Weekly “Lang is an immediately affable and honest narrator who offers an
intriguing blend of revelatory personal history and touching insight.”—BookPage

Shadow Daughter
"This memoir's beauty is in its fierce intimacy." --Roy Hoffman, The New York Times Book Review
One of Literary Hub's Most Anticipated Books of 2019 From the celebrated editor of This Bridge Called
My Back, Cherríe Moraga charts her own coming-of-age alongside her mother’s decline, and also tells
the larger story of the Mexican American diaspora. Native Country of the Heart: A Memoir is, at its
core, a mother-daughter story. The mother, Elvira, was hired out as a child, along with her siblings, by
their own father to pick cotton in California’s Imperial Valley. The daughter, Cherríe Moraga, is a
brilliant, pioneering, queer Latina feminist. The story of these two women, and of their people, is woven
together in an intimate memoir of critical reflection and deep personal revelation. As a young woman,
Elvira left California to work as a cigarette girl in glamorous late-1920s Tijuana, where an ambiguous
relationship with a wealthy white man taught her life lessons about power, sex, and opportunity. As
Moraga charts her mother’s journey—from impressionable young girl to battle-tested matriarch to, later
on, an old woman suffering under the yoke of Alzheimer’s—she traces her own self-discovery of her
gender-queer body and Lesbian identity, as well as her passion for activism and the history of her
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pueblo. As her mother’s memory fails, Moraga is driven to unearth forgotten remnants of a U.S.
Mexican diaspora, its indigenous origins, and an American story of cultural loss. Poetically wrought and
filled with insight into intergenerational trauma, Native Country of the Heart is a reckoning with white
American history and a piercing love letter from a fearless daughter to the mother she will never lose.

Mother Daughter Me
"American Daughter–in the tradition of classics like The Glass Castle, LA Diaries and White
Oleander–explores in unsparing details the complex interplay between intimate family ties, generational
abuse and cataclysmic losses." – Gina Frangello, Author of ‘Every Kind of Wanting’ and ‘A Life in
Men’ Editor of The Coachella Review For 50 years, Stephanie Thornton Plymale kept her past a fiercely
guarded secret. No one outside her immediate family would ever have guessed that her childhood was
fraught with every imaginable hardship: a mentally ill mother who was in and out of jails and psych
wards throughout Stephanie's formative years, neglect, hunger, poverty, homelessness, truancy, foster
homes, a harrowing lack of medical care, and ongoing sexual abuse. Stephanie, in turn, knew very little
about the past of her mother, from whom she remained estranged during most of her adult life. All this
changed with a phone call that set a journey of discovery in motion, leading to a series of shocking
revelations that forced Stephanie to revise the meaning of almost every aspect of her very compromised
childhood. American Daughter is at once the deeply moving memoir of a troubled mother-daughter
relationship and a meditation on trauma, resilience, transcendence, and redemption. Stephanie's story is
unique but its messages are universal, offering insight into what it means to survive, to rise above, to
heal, and to forgive.

American Daughter
A frank, smart and captivating memoir by the daughter of Apple founder Steve Jobs. Born on a farm and
named in a field by her parents—artist Chrisann Brennan and Steve Jobs—Lisa Brennan-Jobs’s childhood
unfolded in a rapidly changing Silicon Valley. When she was young, Lisa’s father was a mythical figure
who was rarely present in her life. As she grew older, her father took an interest in her, ushering her into
a new world of mansions, vacations, and private schools. His attention was thrilling, but he could also be
cold, critical and unpredictable. When her relationship with her mother grew strained in high school,
Lisa decided to move in with her father, hoping he’d become the parent she’d always wanted him to be.
Small Fry is Lisa Brennan-Jobs’s poignant story of childhood and growing up. Scrappy, wise, and
funny, young Lisa is an unforgettable guide, marveling at the particular magic of growing up in this
family, in this place and time, while grappling with her feelings of illegitimacy and shame. Part portrait
of a complex family, part love letter to California in the seventies and eighties, Small Fry is an
enthralling story by an insightful new literary voice.

The Communist and the Communist's Daughter
“Courageous, achingly honest." —Michelle Alexander, New York Times bestselling author of The New
Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness “A compelling, incisive and thoughtful
examination of race, origin and what it means to be called an American. Engaging, heartfelt and
beautifully written, Lythcott-Haims explores the American spectrum of identity with refreshing courage
and compassion.” —Bryan Stevenson, New York Times bestselling author of Just Mercy: A Story of
Justice and Redemption A fearless memoir in which beloved and bestselling How to Raise an Adult
author Julie Lythcott-Haims pulls no punches in her recollections of growing up a black woman in
America. Bringing a poetic sensibility to her prose to stunning effect, Lythcott-Haims briskly and
stirringly evokes her personal battle with the low self-esteem that American racism routinely inflicts on
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people of color. The only child of a marriage between an African-American father and a white British
mother, she shows indelibly how so-called "micro" aggressions in addition to blunt force insults can
puncture a person's inner life with a thousand sharp cuts. Real American expresses also, through
Lythcott-Haims’s path to self-acceptance, the healing power of community in overcoming the hurtful
isolation of being incessantly considered "the other." The author of the New York Times bestselling antihelicopter parenting manifesto How to Raise an Adult, Lythcott-Haims has written a different sort of
book this time out, but one that will nevertheless resonate with the legions of students, educators and
parents to whom she is now well known, by whom she is beloved, and to whom she has always provided
wise and necessary counsel about how to embrace and nurture their best selves. Real American is an
affecting memoir, an unforgettable cri de coeur, and a clarion call to all of us to live more wisely,
generously and fully.
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